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Complaint Form 

Starting your complaint1.

Page one (complainant) requests basic information about the person who is
making the complaint. A complaint may be filed on behalf of another person,

so this contact information should be for the person filing.  

Any item with a red  asterisk (*) is required.

There are three sections that must be completed - noted above and labeled  as
complaint, incident information, and statement - and a fourth section

(demographic information) that is optional.  

The tab highlighted in green is the tab you are currently on. 

After you have provided all of the requested information,
you are ready to move to the next page.

Selecting a preferred language other than English will not change the form
language, but instead advises the board of a need for interpreter or translator. 



 At the bottom of the page, click on the tab labeled [Proceed to
Incident Information] and you will move to the next page.

Please Note:  If you’re inactive for more than 15 minutes, you will be logged out
of the session.  Your information will be lost and you’ll have to start over.



Step 2. Providing Incident Information   

On this page, you will provide information about the incident for
which you are filing the complaint. 

Date /time and address/location are required. Names and badge
number of officers involved is helpful in further investigation efforts

of your complaint, but are not required.

If there is more than one officer involved, you can click on the
the ADD button on the right side of the tab to add additional

lines to the complaint form.



These incident questions provide additional information to the board in
their review of the the incident and so are required items. 

If you are submitting a complaint for someone else, please be certain to
answer yes in this section. 

Some questions, when answered “yes,” will open a section to give more
information.

When listing witnesses, you will have the option to add names and phone
numbers (and remove) if needed. 



At the bottom of the second section, there is an optional section to provide
demographic information about you or the person for whom you are filing.

While not required, this information helps identify possible trends that
need to be addressed.  

You can additional lines by selecting ADD at the right side of the tab.

If you choose to answer demographic questions, an additional tab will open
with a list of questions about your demographic background.  

There is an option at the bottom of the page to exit the demographic section if
you have changed your mind and decide not to complete the section.

This option will clear only choices made on demographic information section,
nothing before.



3. Writing a Statement

The final section of the complaint allows you to give an account on
the incident that has occurred. Be sure to be as detailed as possible,
listing information and other details that were not provided in other

sections of the online complaint form. 

If you have photos or other documents that are relevant to the
complaint, you can attach those items.



After reviewing the information provided in your complaint, you will be
asked to type or “sign” your first and last name signaling that the information

given is true and was given to the best of your knowledge.

Once you’ve completed all of these steps you are ready to submit your
complaint.

Please read this acknowledgement and declaration closely as the
information is being provided under penalty of law.

When the complaint has been submitted, the page will change to
acknowledge receipt of the complaint. You will also receive an email with

that same detail and information. You will hear from someone with the
Board within five days regarding receipt and next steps.


